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Abstract 
We show that every countable-compact-covering map with compact fibers from a 
separable metric space X onto a first-countable, regular space Y is compact-covering. We 
also show that the assumption that f is countable-compact-covering cannot be replaced by a 
weaker condition. 
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0. Introduction 
In [lo], Michael initiated a systematic study of tri-quotient maps, a concept 
isolated by Eric K. van Douwen. Prominent examples of tri-quotient maps are 
open maps, perfect maps, and countable-compact-covering maps with separable 
fibers defined on metrizable domains. 
Tri-quotient maps inherit many preservation properties common to both open 
and perfect maps (see [6,10]). 
There is one possible exception to this pattern: If f is an open or perfect map 
from a metric space X onto a paracompact space Y with every fiber complete (in 
the given metric on Xl, then f is compact-covering. It is not known whether the 
above remains true when “open or perfect” is replaced by “tri-quotient” (see [lo, 
Question 1.93). 
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Since countable-compact-covering maps with metric domains and separable 
fibers are examples of tri-quotient maps, the following question, posed as Question 
1.1(a) in 1131, is a special case that seems to include much of the technical 
difficulties involved in the more general problem. 
Question 0.1. [13, Question 1.1(a)]. Let f: X -+ Y be a map from a separable 
metrizable space X onto a metrizable space Y, with each f-‘{y) compact. If f is 
countable-compact-covering, must f be compact-covering? 
In this paper, we give a positive answer to Question 0.1 by proving the 
following: 
Theorem 0.2. Every countable-compact-covering map f : X + Y from a metrizable 
space X onto a first-countable regular space Y, all whose compact subspaces are 
separable, with each fiber f-l{ y} compact, is compact-covering. 
Theorem 0.2 has already lead to some further progress on Question 1.9 of [lo] 
(see [7,8] for details). 
Before we can state the other result of the present paper, we need some 
definitions. 
Definition 0.3. Let X be a topological space and let LY be an ordinal. The ath 
derivative of X, denoted by D’“‘X, is defined inductively as follows: 
@X = X 
D’“+ 1,X =‘D’“‘X\ ( x: x is an isolated point in D’*)X}, 
DccI)X = 0 Dcp)X for limit ordinals (Y. 
p<a 
The smallest (Y for which Dcu)X = D (a+ ‘IX is called the Cantor-Bendixson 
height of X (abbreviated CB-height in the sequel) and denoted by CB(X). 
We use the word “map” and the notation f : X + Y to designate a continuous 
surjection. 
A map f : X + Y is compact-covering (respectively countable-compact-covering) 
if every compact (respectively countable, compact) subset of Y is the image of 
some compact subset of X. 
For CY E wl, a map f : X + Y for a space X onto a space Y is cw-compact-cover- 
ing iff for every countable and compact E c Y such that Dcu)E = fl there is a 
compact C CX such that f [ C] = E. 
Remark 0.4. A map f is countable-compact-covering if and only if it is a-compact- 
covering for every (Y E w,. 
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Example 0.5. For every (Y E wi, there is a map f : X + Y from a metric space X 
onto a countable and compact metric space Y with each fiber f-‘{y} compact that 
is cu-compact-covering, but not it + l-compact-covering. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we prove Theorem 0.2. In Section 3, we construct 
Example 0.5. 
This paper contains the main results of the first author’s Ph.D. Thesis [l], as 
well as the second author’s notes [4,5]. The authors would like to thank Gary 
Gruenhage for pointing out how an earlier partial solution (for zero-dimensional 
Y) could be generalized to an arbitrary metric Y, as well as Ernest Michael and 
Howard Wicke for catching many errors in earlier write-ups of these results. 
1. Preliminaries 
Our terminology is fairly standard. As far as topological concepts are con- 
cerned, we follow [21; set-theoretic notions are mostly used like in [91. There are a 
few idiosyncrasies though: f[Al denotes the image of a set A under a function f, 
the given metric on a metric space X is denoted by pu,, and c stands for what 
many authors would denote by G. We shall frequently consider subspaces of a 
product XX Y. In these situations, r always denotes the projection on the second 
coordinate, i.e., ~((x, y))=y. Also, for A(B,C ,... 1CXXY and YEY, by 
A,@,, C,, . . . 1 we denote the sets {x E X: (x, y > E A(B, C, . . .I). For A, X, Y as 
above and E c Y, we call a subset B of A a lifting of E iff r[Bl = E. 
Now let us mention a few basic tools that we are going to use throughout the 
paper. 
Definition 1.1. Let (X, ~~1 be a fixed metric space. By Z we denote the family of 
all nonempty compact subsets of X. On Z2, we define two functions: 
d(P, Q) = . f( In &>O: (bEQ)(3~EP)[px(p, 4) <&I}, 
P(P, Q) = max{d(P, Q), d(Q, PI). 
The function p is a metric (sometimes called the Huusdorff metric) which 
induces a Hausdorff topology on 2, which we shall refer to as the hyperspace 
topology. The hyperspace of a compact space is compact. 
The function d is not a metric. However, the family {B,(P): 6 > 0, P E 3) 
(where B,(P) = (Q E Z: d(P, Q> < 6)) is a base for a topology. We shall refer to 
this topology as the d-topology. 
Fact 1.2. The hyperspace topology is richer than the d-topology. Therefore the 
d-topology is compact and hereditarily Lindeliif. However it is not Hausdorff; in fact, 
it is T,, but not T,. 
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Also, suppose P, Q, R, S E Z are such that P c Q. Then 
(a> d(P, R) > d(Q, R), 
(b) d(R, P> =s d(R, Q>, 
Cc) d(R, S> = 0 iff S CR, 
Cd) d(Q, S> < d(Q, RI + d(R, S>. 
To familiarize ourselves with the concepts just introduced and for later refer- 
ence, let us consider the following claim. 
Claim 1.3. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 0.2. Suppose C CX X Y is compact. Let 
y E rr[C]. Then for every 6 > 0 there exists a neighborhood U, of y such that 
d(C,, C,,) < 6 for all y’ E U,. 
We leave the proof of the above claim to the reader. Note that the order of the 
arguments of the function d in the above claim cannot be reversed. 
Finally, let us observe the following. 
Remark 1.4. Assume Y is regular and is the continuous image of a separable 
metric space. Since the continuous image of a Lindeliif space is Lindeliif, it follows 
that Y is hereditarily Lindelof. Since a regular Lindeliif space is hereditarily 
Lindelijf iff it is perfectly normal, we conclude that every closed subspace of Y is a 
G,-subset of Y. 
2. Proof of Theorem 0.2 
Most of this section will be devoted to the proof of the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a compact metric space, K a first-countable compact 
Hausdorff space, and A CX x K be such that every horizontal section of A is 
nonempty and compact. If the projection r : A + K onto the second coordinate is 
countable-compact-covering, then it is compact-covering. 
First we show how Theorem 0.2 follows from Theorem 2.1. To begin with, note 
that since every separable metric space X can be embedded into a compact metric 
space, and compactness of subspaces of X is not affected by this embedding, the 
truth value of Theorem 2.1 does not change if we replace “Let X be a compact 
metric space” by “Let X be a separable metric space”. Next note that a map 
f : X + Y is compact-covering iff for every compact KC Y the restriction of f to 
f_lK is. Moreover, a map f: X + Y is (countable-kompact-covering and has 
compact fibers iff its graph rf = {(x, y): f(x) = y} has compact horizontal sections 
and the projection rr : I” --+ Y of the graph of f onto the second coordinate is 
(countable-kompact-covering. 
Thus Theorem 2.1 implies the following: 
Theorem 2.2. Let f : X + Y be a map from a separable metric space X onto a 
first-countable Hausdorff space Y with every fibre compact. If f is countable- 
compact-covering, then f is compact-covering. 
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Theorem 2.2 differs from Theorem 0.2 only by the additional assumption of 
separability of X. As we have seen above, it suffices to prove Theorem 2.2 for 
compact ranges Y. The equivalence of Theorems 0.2 and 2.2 is now implied by the 
fact that countable-compact-covering maps whose fibres are first-countable Lin- 
deliif spaces are tri-quotient (see [12, 1.1(c)]), [12, Theorem 1.41 which asserts that 
tri-quotient maps f : X + Y with metric domains, regular, countable ranges and 
completely metrizable fibers are inductively perfect (i.e., there is X’ CX such that 
f[X] = Y and f I X’ is perfect), the trivial fact that inductively perfect maps are 
compact-covering, and the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f : X + Y be a tri-quotient map from a topological space X onto a 
topological space Y such that every fiber f -‘( y) is a separable subspace of X. If Y’ is 
a closed separable subspace of Y, then there is a closed separable X’ CX such that 
f [ X’] = Y’, and the restriction f 1 X’ off to X’ is also tri-quotient. 
Proof. Let us first remind ourselves of the definition of a tri-quotient map. 
Definition 2.4. A map f : X + Y is tri-quotient if there is a t-assignment U * U” 
that assigns an open U* c Y to every open U CX such that: 
63) U” cf[Ul, 
(b) X* = Y, 
(c) U c V implies U* C V”, 
(d) if y E U* and W is a cover of f-‘(y) n U by open subsets of X, then there 
is a finite 9 c W such that y E (U FT)*. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3 (continued). Let f, X, Y, Y’ be as in the assumptions. Fix a 
t-assignment U ++ U” for f. Let D c Y’ be a countable dense subset of Y’. Define 
X’ = cl,(f-‘D). Since f-‘D is a countable union of separable subspaces of X, it is 
clear that X’ is separable. 
Claim 2.5. If y E Y’ and U is an open subset of X such that f- ‘1 y] n X’ n U = !d, 
then y P U”. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let y, U be witnesses. Since X’ is closed, there is 
an open cover W of U n f- ‘{y} such that W n X’ = fl for all WE W. Let 9 be a 
finite subset of W such that y E F*, where F denotes U 9. Since F* is open, and 
D is dense in Y’, there is some z ED n F*. However, by the choice of W, 
Fn.f-‘D=o,wh’ h IC contradicts point (a) of Definition 2.4. 0 
Corollary 2.6. f [ X’] = Y’. 
Proof. Since cl,(Y’) = Y’, it follows from continuity of f that f[X’] c Y’. For the 
other inclusion, suppose y E Y’\f[X’]. Let U = X\X’. Then f-‘(y) c U, and thus 
y E u*. 
This contradicts Claim 2.5 and thus proves the corollary. q 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3 (continued). It remains to find a t-assignment for f I X’. For 
U c X’ that is open in the subspace topology define: 
u+= Uu (X\X’) and U’ = (U’)* n Y’. 
Claim 2.7. The function U ti U’ is a t-assignment for the function f 1 X’. 
Proof. Clearly, U* is open in Y’ for every U. Also, (b), (c) and (d) of Definition 2.4 
are obviously satisfied (for (d), given an open cover W of f-‘(y) n U associate 
with it the open cover W = {W’: WE W}). 
The only delicate point is (a). So suppose (a) fails, and let U c X’ and y E Y’ be 
such that y E U’\f[Ul. Since fP’{y) n U = (d, we have f-‘{y} n U+= f-‘{y) n 
(X\X’>. Thus, (X\X’) is an open cover of f-l(y) n lJ+, and since y E (U’)*, 
we must have y E (X\X’)* by Definition 2.4(d). However, the latter contradicts 
Claim 2.5. q 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 0 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1, and 
most of it in fact to the proof of the key lemma (Lemma 2.9). However, let us first 
formulate a conjecture that arises in connection with an attempt to solve the still 
open Question 1.9 of [lo]. The key lemma is a special case of this conjecture, one 
we actually can prove. 
Conjecture 2.8. Let X be a complete separable metric space, K a compact Hausdorff 
space, and let A c X x K with every horizontal section closed and nonempty. Assume 
that the projection r : A + K onto the second coordinate is countable-compact-cover- 
ing, and let 6 > 0. Then there exists a set C c X x K such that: 
(i)’ C is closed and there exists a finite couer W of C such that every WE 2~ is 
of the form W= U(W) x V(W), w h ere the diameter of U( W> is less than 6, 
(ii) for all (x, y) E C, there exists x’ E X such that (x’, y) E A and ux(x, x’) 
=G 6, 
(iii) euery countable and compact set E c K has a compact lifting B CA n C, i.e., 
rr I A n C is countable-compact-covering. 
If X is compact rather than must complete, (i)’ can be strengthened, and we get 
the following statement that will be our key lemma. 
Lemma 2.9. Let X be a compact metric space, K a compact Hausdorff space, and let 
A c X x K with every horizontal section closed and nonempty. Assuming that the 
projection r : A + K onto the second coordinate is countable-compact-covering, and 
let 6 > 0. Then there exists a set C c X x K such that: 
(i> C is compact, 
(ii) for all (x, y> E C, th ere exists x’ E X such that (x’, y) E A and ux(x, x’) 
< 6, 
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(iii) every countable and compact set E c K has a compact lifting B CA n C, i.e., 
7 1 A n C is countable-compact-covering. 
A set C CX x K that satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) will be called a &approximation 
of C, where C stands for the lifting of K that we ultimately want to construct. 
Now we show how Conjecture 2.8 implies the modification Conjecture 2.1’ of 
Theorem 2.1 that we give below. This argument also shows how Lemma 2.9 implies 
Theorem 2.1. 
Conjecture 2.1’. Let X be a separable complete metric space, K a first-countable 
compact Hausdorff space, and A CX x K be such that every horizontal section of A 
is nonempty and closed. If the projection r : A --) K onto the second coordinate is 
countable-compact-covering, then it is compact-covering. 
Proof of Conjecture 2.1’ from Conjecture 2.8 and of Theorem 2.1 from Lemma 2.9. 
Let X, A, K be as in the assumptions of Conjecture 2.1’ (respectively Theorem 
2.1). We choose a decreasing sequence (a,), t w of positive reals converging to zero 
and construct inductively a sequence (C,>, E: w of subsets of X X K, where C, + , is 
as in Conjecture 2.8 (respectively Lemma 2.9) applied to 6, in the role of 6 and 
A, intheroleof A.DefineC,=XXK, A,=A,and A,+,=C,+,nA,. 
Let C = (-){A,: n E 01. Since C is by definition a subset of A, the following 
claim is all that is needed to conclude the proof of Conjecture 2.1’ (respectively 
Theorem 2.1). 
Claim 2.10. (a) The projection of C on the second coordinate is equal to K, i.e., 
r[C] = K. 
(b) C is a compact subset of X X K. 
Proof. For the proof of (a), note that r[C] c K. To show K c a[ Cl, let y E K. By 
the construction, we notice that A,, I CA, for every n E w and if A,,, denotes 
the horizontal sections of A, at y, then A.+I,y CA,,,. 
so (A?& E 0 is a nested sequence of nonempty closed sets, and each A,,, has 
a finite cover consisting of sets of diameter less than 6, each (is actually compact, 
if X is). Now a standard argument involving Kiinig’s Tree Lemma shows that 
l-l n t w A,,, # @ (in the compact case, the latter is just an intersection of a nested 
sequence of nonempty compact sets). It follows that y E Z-ICI, which proves (a). 
For the proof of (b), it suffices to show that C = n{C,: n E w}. The latter 
intersection is an intersection of a (not necessarily decreasing) sequence of closed 
sets, hence closed. And by (0 and since lim n ,,S, = 0, if K is metric, then C is a 
totally bounded subset of the complete metric space XX K. If K is not metric, 
then C is still compact; the proof of the latter is left to the reader. 0 
Since A, c C, for all n E w, we have C c n{C,: IZ E w). To show the other 
inclusion, let (x, y) E n(C,: n E w}. By Conjecture 2.8 (ii) and the construction, 
for every n E w, there exists x, EX such that (x,,, y) EA, and px(x, x,> G 6,. It 
follows that the sequence (x,), E w converges to x in X. 
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Now, by way of contradiction, if (x, y) E C, then there exist m E w and y > 0 
such that B(x, y)f17A,,, = 6 (where B(x, y> is the open ball with center x and 
radius y). 
We find y1> m such that S, < y. But then cl(B(x, 8,)) nA,,, = @, which is 
impossible, since x, E cl(B(x, 6,)) n A,,,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 and thus the proof of Theorem 0.2 
modulo the proof of Lemma 2.9, which is the subject of the remainder of this 
section. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. For y E K, let S?(y) = {P E Z?‘: P cAJ and ZY = {P E A?(y): 
for every countable and compact E cK there exists a compact set C CA such that 
r[C] = E and C, cP). 
By ZY(A’) we denote the relativised version of 3, for A’ CA. Clearly, if 
A” CA’, then ZY(AS) c 2Yy(A’). 
To state the properties of the families ZY that are crucial for our proof, we 
need some more terminology. Let P E 3 and 6 > 0. We denote: 
Fat(P, S) = {VEX: d(P, (q}) ~6). 
2.11. Crucial Property A. For every y E K, P E Bi%,, and 6 > 0, there exists a 
neighborhood U of y such that 
(A) for all z E U, there exists Q E Zz such that d(P, (2) < 6. 
Proof. See [7, Theorem 3.11. 0 
We shall also need a slightly stronger version of Crucial Property A. 
2.12. Crucial Property A+. For all y E K and for all 6 > 0, there exists a neighbor- 
hood U of y such that for every P E ZY, 
(A) for all z E U, there exists Q E Zz such that d(P, Q) < 6. 
Proof. Since the metric p on ZY is totally bounded, there exists a finite number L 
such that {Pt E A?‘~: I < L} is a 6/2-dense set. By Crucial Property A, for every 
Pt E SY, we find a neighborhood U, of y such that for all z E U,, there exists a 
Q E Zz with d(Pt, Q> < S/2. 
Let U = U, n . . . n U,_,. Then U is a neighborhood of y. We claim that this U 
works. Let P E A?~. Then there exists 1 <L such that p(P, Pr> < 6/2. If z E U, 
then z E U, for every I <L. So there is some Q E Zz such that d(Pt, Q> < 6/2. It 
follows from Fact 1.2(d) that d(P, Q> < d(P, Pt) + d(Pt, Q> < s/2 + 6/2 = 6. 
Hence d(P, Q> < 6, as desired. 0 
2.13. Crucial Property B. Let y E K, P E ZY, 6 > 0, and let U be a neighborhood of 
y in K. Then (A) implies (B): 
(A) for all z E U, there exists Q E A??= such that d(P, Q> < 6. 
(B) r I A n (int(Fat(P,S))X U) is countable-compact-covering. 
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Proof. Let y, P, 6, and U be as in the assumptions. Assume (A) is true. Let E C U 
be countable and compact, and .z E E. Then, by Crucial Property A, there exists 
Q E zz such that d(P, Q) < 6. Let y = 6 - d(P, Q> > 0. Now by the definition of 
zz, there exists a compact lifting D(z) CA of E such that (D(z)), c Q. Since 
D(Z) is compact, by Claim 1.3 there exists a closed neighborhood O(z) of z such 
that (D(z)), E B,(Q), and hence d(P, (D(z)),) < d(P, Q> + dQ, (D(z)),) < (8 
- 7) + y = 6 for all w E O(z) n E. Thus D(z) n (XX O(z)) CA n (int(Fat(P, 6)) 
x U). 
Since E is compact, there is a finite subset {zO, z,, . . . , zk) of E such that 
tJ{O(zi): i E k + 1) 3E. Let D = U{D(zi) n (XX O(z,>>: i E k + 1). Then D is 
compact, and D CA n (int(Fat(P, 6)) X U) and n-[Dl = E. 0 
The construction of the &approximation proceeds in two stages. First we 
construct a tree T, and then we use induction over T to define the &approxima- 
tion. 
Let 6 > 0 and A CX x K be as in the assumption of Lemma 2.9. A node t of T 
will consist of a septuple (U’, yf, M’, A’, (TV, P’, F’), where: 
(1) U’ is a closed subset of K, 
(2) Yf E U', 
(3) M’ is a closed subset of X, 
(4) Af =A n (Ml x u’), 
(5) CT’ is such that 0 < 4~’ < 6 and for all P E Z’JA’) and for all z E U’, there 
exists Q E Zz(A’) such that d(P, Q> < at, 
(6) P’ =A$( E A?JA’)), 
(7) F’ = (Z E U’: p(P’, Ai n Fat(P’, (TV)) < 6/2}, 
(8) for all z E U’ \ F’, there exists a neighborhood V(z) of z in U * such that 
V(z) n F’ = 6 (and thus F’ is a closed subset of U’), and there exists y(z) > 0 
such that 2y(z) < at and p(P’, R) > S/2 for all R E .z%Fat(A: n 
Fat(P’, a’), 2y(z))) n A??, and moreover, Fat(A: n Fat(P’, a’), 2y(z)) CM’ c 
Fat(P’, a/2). 
Note that by Crucial Property B, it follows from (5) and (6) that 
(9) I r (A’ n(int(Fat(P’,r’))n M’)x 15”) is countable-compact-covering. 
For every t E T and z E U’, we shall denote B: =A: n Fat(P’, a’). 
To get started, let u > 0 with 4a < 6. Then by Crucial Property A+ for every 
y E K, we can choose a closed neighborhood L’(y) of y such that for all P E 2YY 
and for all z E U(y), there exists Q E Z’ such that d(P, Q> CU. Since K is 
compact, there exists a finite set {yi: i E II + 1) c K such that U {U(y,): i E n + l} 
3K. 
Our tree T will have a finite set of nodes {O,: i E II + 1) on its lowest level. 
For i E n + 1, let U”~ = U(y,), y”l =yi, Meg =X, A’( =A n (XX U”O, v”i = (T, 
Pot =A$ji, and Foe = {z E U”l: p(P”i, B:I) < a/2}. 
Now suppose a node t has been put into T. 
We choose a decreasing sequence {GL),,, of open sets in U’ such that 
F’= n{G;: n EW}. 
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Then for every z E U’\F’ and for each II E w, having chosen the G,!,, choose 
V(z), y(z) such that: 
(10) V(z) is an open neighborhood of z in U’ and y(z) is a number not 
exceeding min(a’/2, l/(n(z> + l)), where n(z) is the largest IZ E w such that 
z E Gj, such that p(R, P’) > 6/2 for all R &9(Fat(Bi, 27(z))) ~7 Z?, and more- 
over 
(11) for all Q E Zz n9(B:) and for all w E V(z), there exists R E Z,+,(A’) such 
that d(Q, R) <y(z). 
Note that V(z) and y(z) that satisfy (10) can be chosen by (8). By Crucial 
Property A +, these objects can be chosen in such a way that (11) also holds. 
We define the immediate successors s of t in T. If F’ = U’, then the node t has 
no successor in T. Otherwise, using the observation made in Remark 1.4, choose a 
set {zi: i E w} such that lJ’\F’ is covered by lJ{V(zi): i E w) and 
(12) for every IZ, the set Ii: V(z,)\GA f fl) is finite. 
Let the immediate successors of t be the septuples 
(VI, ysf, MS!, A”l, (~$1, P”J, F”l) 
such that for i E w, 
us1 = U( ZZ)) 
ysl =zi, 
M”t= Fat(Bk, 2y(z,)) nM’, 
A”( =A’ n (MS1 x VI), 
US’ = Y(Z,), 
P’s =A;,, 
F”l= {ZE U”1: p(PSl, A”;nFat(PSl, &I)) <a/2}. 
This completes the construction of the tree. We show that it works. 
First note that the tree thus constructed will obviously satisfy (l)-(7). 
Claim 2.14. At every node t of the tree thus constructed, (8) is satisfied. 
Proof. Let t E T and let z E U’\F’. It follows immediately from the choice of M’ 
that if y is sufficiently small, then Fat(A: n Fat(P’, a’), 27) CM’ c Fat(P’, a/2). 
We shall show that the first part of (8) is in fact already implied by (l)-(7). So 
suppose (l)-(7) are satisfied. 
Clearly, Bj c Fat(P’, a’) c Fat(P’, 6/2), and hence d(P’, B:) < 6/2. By the 
definition of F’, we must have p(P’, B:) > 6/2. This implies that d(B:, P’> > S/2. 
Now let y > 0 be such that at > y and 
(13) d(P’, Bj) + y < 6/2 and 
(14) d(B:, P’> > 6/2 + y. 
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By Crucial Properties A and B and since B: must contain some Q E E”(A’), we 
find a neighborhood I’ C U of z such that r 1 A’ n (int(Fat(Bi,y))X V) is countable-com- 
pact-covering (with respect to subsets of V of course). This is what we want: 
By (13) and Fact 1.2 cd), FattB:, 7) C Fat(P’, a/2). 
Moreover, if R EpD(Fat(B:, ~11 nz, i.e., if d(B:, RI G y, then we have 
d(B;, I”> < d(B;, R) + d(R, P’), 
hence by (14) 
6/2+77<d(B:, P’)-d(B;, R)<d(R, P’). 
So it follows that p(R, P’) > 6/2, as desired. 0 
Let < r be the partial order on T (implicitly defined by saying what the 
immediate successors of each node are). 
Observation 2.15. There is a natural number N = N(6) such that every branch of T 
has length at most N. 
Proof. Let t E T. By (8) and the construction of T, p(M’, M’) > 6/2 for every 
successor r of t. 
Now Suppose t, < T t, < T . . . < T 1,. By the above remark, p(M’r, M’J) > 6/2 
for O<iij<K. 
The metric p on Z is totally bounded, and hence there is a S/2-dense set of 
size N in X for some finite N. It follows that K <N. 0 
Now recall the reason why a certain node t of T may not have any successors: 
the only possibility is that F’ = U’. We make another observation. 
Observation 2.16. If F’ = U’, then M’ X U’ is a S-approximation of C 1 uf. 
Proof. We have to establish three properties of M’ X U’. 
For (i), M’ X U’ is clearly compact. 
For (ii), note that p(M’, B:) G 6 by (71, the fact that Mt c Fat(P’, a/2), and 
the triangle inequality for the function d. Now it follows from the definition of d 
that there is x’ E B:( CA:) with p,.Jx, x’) < 6. 
Property (iii),, follows immediately from (9). q 
Now let us construct, by induction on t E T, &approximations C’ of C I ut. For 
a leaf t E T, let C’ = M’ X UI’. 
Let t E T be a node, let S(t) be the set of all immediate successors of t and 
suppose C” has been defined for all s E s(t). We put C’ = (M’ X F’) U U{C”: s E 
S(t)). 
Let TO = {t E T: t is not an immediate successor of any node in T). By 
construction, TO is finite. 
Now let C = U (C’: t E T,,}. The following is all we need for the proof of 
Lemma 2.9. 
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Sublemma 2.17. C is a &approximation of C. 
Proof. Since T, is finite, it suffices to show by induction over T that C’ is a 
&approximation of C 1~‘. 
By Observation 2.16, this is in fact the case for every leave t of T. 
Now suppose t E T is not a leave and for every successor s of t the set C” is a 
&approximation of C I (iv. We have to verify three properties. 
(i) C’ is compact. 
Since C’ is a subset of the compact space M’ x U’, it suffices to show that C’ is 
closed. By (121, C’ f7 (XX (U’\Gj)) is a union of finitely many closed sets, hence 
closed. In other words, cl(C’)\C’ CX X F’. But by the construction of the tree, 
every horizontal section of C’ is contained in M’, hence cl(C’)\C’ CM’ X F’ c C’, 
which is a fancy way of saying that C’ is closed. 
(ii> for all (x, y ) E C’, there exists X’ E X such that p,&, x’) < 6 and (x’, y ) 
EA. 
Let (x, y) E Cf. Consider two cases. 
Case 1: y E F’. Then we find x’ as in the proof of Observation 2.16. 
Case 2: y E F’. Then (x, y) E C” for some immediate successor s of t, and by 
the inductive assumption there is some x’ EX such that pLx(x, x’) < 6 and 
(x’, Y> EA. 
It remains to show that r I p n A is countable-compact-covering with respect to 
subsets of 17’. Let A’ = C’ n A'. 
To make the inductive argument work, we actually show something slightly 
stronger. 
Claim 2.18. For every t E T, for every countable and compact set E c U’, for every 
P E 2$(A’), there exists a compact set D’ CA’ n (Fat(P, 2~~) X U’) such that 
r[D’] = E. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on t E T. 
Let t be a leaf and P E ZJA’). Let E c U’ be countable and compact. By (91, 
there exists a compact lifting D’ CA’ n (Fat(P, a’> X U’) of E. By the definition 
of ZY,(A’) there exists also a compact lifting D” cA’(=Af) such that 0; c P. By 
Claim 1.3, we have D” n (XX V) CR n (Fat(P, a’) x U’) for some closed neigh- 
borhood V of y. Let D’=D”n(Xx V)u(D’\(Xx int(V>>). This D’ is as 
required. 0 
The inductive step boils down to the following. 
Claim 2.19. Let P E 2?Y,I(A’). Let E c U’ be countable and compact, and let 
{si: i E w} be the set of all immediate successors of t. Denote ysl by zi. Suppose for 
every i E w we are given A-‘1 cA”~ such that for every Q E kF”z(A”~) there is a compact 
D’ cA’l n (Fat(Q, 2~~1) x U”c) such that r[D’] = E n U”l. Then there is a compact 
D CA’ c (Fat(P, 2~‘) x U’) such that T[ D] = E and for every i E w we have 
D n (Xx W) ckt. 
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Proof. First note that by the choice of y in (10) we have: 
(1.5) If s is a successor of t in T, then 2aS <cf. 
Now suppose E, t, and P are as in the assumptions of Claim 2.19. Consider the 
set E n F’. This is countable and compact. We prove the claim by induction over 
the CB-height of E f’ F’. More precisely, we shall prove the following version of 
the claim which clearly suffices, since one can partition any countable and compact 
set E into finitely many countable and compact sets whose highest nonvanishing 
CB-derivatives are singletons. 
Claim 2.20. Let P E 3JA’). Let E c U’ be countable and compact such that 
D(*)(E n F’) = {y) for some y. Let P’ E~?~(A’) be such that d(P, P’) < a’/2. 
Suppose for every i E w, we are given A-‘1 cA’1 such that for every Q E R=$A”l) there 
is a compact set D’ cA’~ n (Fat(Q, 2aSt) X Us{> such that T[LI’] = E n U’J. Then 
there is a compact set D c A’ n (Fat( P, 2a’) x U’> such that r[ D] = E and for 
every i E w, we have D n (XX U”O cA’l. Moreover, D n (XX (y}> c P’ x {y}. 
Proof. Strictly speaking, the first case we have to consider does not fit entirely into 
the framework of Claim 2.20. We hope the reader will forgive us the sacrifice of 
formal correctness made in an attempt to keep the statement of the claim only 
moderately long. 
Case 1: EnF’=@. 
By (3, for every i E w, there exists Q<z,> E$~?~,(A’) such that Q<zi> c 
int(Fat(P, a’>>. By the assumption, for every i E w there is a compact lifting D’ of 
E n 17’1 such that 
D’ cpf n (Fat( Q( z!), 2~~1) x U’l). 
By (1.5) and Fact 1.2 cd), Fat(Q(z,), 2a”O c Fat(P, 2~7’). Moreover, A”g CA’ for 
each i E w. Therefore, each D’ CA’ n (Fat(P, 2~‘) x U’). 
Since E n F’ = fi and E c U’ is compact, there exists n E o such that E c U’\ 
Gj. So by (121, there are only finitely many i such that E n U, f fl. Hence D’ = d 
for all but finitely many i; therefore the union U{D’: i E w} is compact and thus as 
required. 
Case 2: (Y = 0 (i.e., E n F’ = (y) for some y). 
Choose a decreasing sequence (Ed), E w of positive reals converging to zero such 
that 2~~ = uf - d(P, P’). 
Then, by Crucial Property A and regularity of K, there exists a decreasing base 
(Y,)jEw of closed neighborhoods of y such that for all z E W, , there exists 
Q(z) E 3?=(A’) such that d(P’, Q(z)> < ej. Moreover, by shrinking each WC, if 
necessary, we may require that if Us1 c WE,, then 2~“’ G 2/(n(zj) + 1) < &j (see (10) 
for the definition of n(z,>>. 
Now for every i such that U”c n E # 6, choose Q(zi) such that d(P’, Q(zi>> < ej 
for each of the finitely many j for which U”l c WE,. Using the inductive assumption, 
choose a compact set D’ cAsz n (Fat(Q(z,), 2~~1) x Us<) such that rr[ D’] = E n U”l. 
Subclaim 2.21. For fixed E, and i as above, d(P’, 2) < 2Ej for every horizontal 
section Z of D’. 
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Proof. First, we let n(z,, j) = maxin: US1 c G,!, n W?, and 2/(n + 1) < ~~1, where GL 
is as in Case 1 in the proof of Claim 2.20. 
Recall that n(z,> is the largest y1 such that zi E US1 c Gi. Therefore, 
n(zi> j) <n(Zi). (*) 
It follows from (* > and (10) that d(P’, Z) < d(P’, Q<z~>> + d(Q(Zi), Z> < “j + 
2vSl= &j + 2y(z,) < &j + 2/(n(zi) + 1) < &j + 2/(n(zi, j) + 1) < sj + &j = 2~~. (This 
is why we require y(zi) < min{a’/2, 2(n(z,) + 1)) in (lo).) 0 
Proof of Claim 2.20 (continued). By (12) and the fact F’ n E = (y’), there are only 
finitely many i such that US1 n E # fl and US1 is not a subset of W&; say for i > i,, 
we have Us1 c WE,. As we have already shown in Case 1, we can choose a compact 
lifting Do c lJ i ~ ioA”l f3 (Fat(P, 2~‘) X Us{> of E” = E n lJ i G i,,Usl. Next we choose 
an increasing sequence (ikjk E w of natural numbers such that for all i > i,, we have 
Us1 c WE,. For every i such that i, < i < i,, , we choose a compact lifting D’ CA;‘! 
n (Fat(P’, 2~~) x U”l> of E n Us1 (such liftings exist by Subclaim 2.21). 
Now let D = cl(D” n U i,i,,D’). It is not hard to see that rr[Dl = E, that 
D c Fat(P, 2~‘) x U’, that D n (XX Us<> cA-“l for all i E w, and that D\(D” n 
IJ i> i,,D’) cP’ x {y}. In particular, D CA’. So D is the required lifting. 
Case 3: Now suppose claim 2.20 holds for all p < cr. 
Choose a decreasing sequence (E~)~ E o of positive reals convergent to zero such 
that .so < af and a neighborhood base (V,>, to of open (in U’) neighborhoods of y 
such that cl(V;, + i> c V, for all y1 E w. Denote E, = E n (V, \ int(V, + i)). Each E,, is 
countable, compact, and D’*‘(E, n F’) = @. For every z E E n F’, choose Q(z) E 
z&4’> such that d(p, Q(z)) < a, (this is possible by (5)). Moreover, let us choose 
the Q(z) in such a way that for every k there exists n(k) such that for all 
z E E f-l KCk, we have d(P’, Q(z)) < ek. This is possible by Crucial Property A. 
Note that 
(16) for ck < uf - d(P, P’) the inequality d(P, Q(z)> < uf is already implied by 
d(P’, Q(z)> < ek. 
For simplicity of notation assume that n(k) = k for all k. 
Fact 2.22. For every k and every z E W’, \ clWk+ ,)) n (E n F’) there exist a closed 
neighborhood U(z) c V, \ cl(Vk+ 1) of z and compact lifting D(z) of E n U(z) such 
that 
(a) D(z) CA’ n (Fat(Q(y), Ek)) X U’ and 
(b) D(z) n (Xx US0 cA;‘l for all i E w. 
Proof. Fix k and z E (V, \ cl( V,, ,)) n F’. First, choose a closed neighborhood 
urc v,\cl(v;,+,) f o z such that the highest nonvanishing CB-derivative D’@‘(E fI 
F’ n U’) = (z) for some z. Necessarily, p < (Y since D’“‘(E fI F’ n U’> = 0 as 
D(“)((E n F’) n (V,\V,+,>> = @. By (16), let Q(z) ESJA’) such that d(P, Q(z)> 
< uf. 
Now use the inductive assumption with Q(z) in the role of P’ (and P playing 
itself) to get a compact lifting D’ of E n U’ that satisfies (b). D’ may not satisfy 
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(a), but since the horizontal section of D’ at z is contained in Q(z) (by making 
Ea <a’ - d(P, P’)), Claim 1.3 implies that there is a closed neighborhood U” of z 
such that 17” c U’ and D’ n (XX U”> does satisfy (a>. 0 
Proof of Claim 2.20 (continued). Now assume for every z E V, \ I y) we have chosen 
U(z) and D(z) as in Fact 2.22. Since E, is compact, for every k there exist 
z&. . . J&, such that E, is covered by U{U<z,~>: j <Z(k)}. Let Dk = lJ{D(z,k>: j 
<I(k)}. Let D-= U ktwDk u (P’ x (~1). Then D- is a compact lifting of the set 
E-=(wEE: (3k)(3j<l(k))[wE~(yF)])~{y} 
and 
D-n(Xx U’I) CA;‘< for all i~w. 
In other words, if E-= E, then we are done. However, generally this may not 
be the case: First of all, notice that the set E’ = (E f~ F’)\ V0 may not be empty. 
(We cannot arbitrarily require that V, = U’, since we assumed that V, = I/& and 
&a G u’.) However, D’“‘(E’) = @, and y is not in the closure of E’, so there isn’t 
much to worry about: let D* be a compact lifting of E* = E \ V0 such that 
D* n (Xx Us{> ~2’1 for all i E o and D* CA’ n (Fat(P, 20’) X U’). Such a D* 
exists by the inductive assumption. 
Now let Ef= (E\VJ U {y). It is not hard to see that Ef is countable and 
compact, and such that E+n F' = {y). We know already from our work in Case 2 
how to find a compact lifting Df and Ei such that D =D* UD-U D+ is as 
required. 0 
This concludes the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 0.2. 
3. wcompact-covering does not suffke 
In the introduction, we defined the notion of an a-compact-covering map. In 
the present section, we show that for any fixed countable ordinal (Y, in Theorem 
0.2, the assumption that f is countable-compact-covering cannot be weakened to 
being a-compact-covering, It was already observed by Michael [ll, (3)] that 
2-compact-covering (“sequence-covering” in Michael’s terminology) does not suf- 
fice and SteprGrs and Watson observed [14] that there is no fixed n E w so that the 
assumption that f is n-compact-covering would suffice for the proof of Theorem 
0.2. 
We show that for every (Y E wr \{O}, there exists an a-compact-covering map 
f : X -+ Y for a metric space X onto a countable and compact metric space Y with 
each fibre compact that is a-compact-covering, but not compact-covering. 
More precisely, we show the following: 
Theorem 3.1. For every (Y E w1 \(Ol, f or every y’ E 10, 11, and for every open 
neighborhood V c [O, 11 of y’, there exist: a subspace X, C 10, ll*, each horizontal 
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section of which is compact, a countable and compact subspace E, c V with 
D(*)E, = (y’} such that the projection T onto the second coordinate maps X, onto 
E, and T 1 xa is o-compact-covering, but E, itself is not the image of a compact 
subspace of X, (hence T I X, is not (Y + l-compact-covering). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on (Y 2 1. 
Case 1: (Y = 1. 
We fix y’ E [O, 11 and an open neighborhood V of y’, and choose a one-to-one 
sequence (Y,>, E w in V such that y, + y’. 
Let E, = {y,: n E w} f3 {y’} and let X, = {(l, y,): n E w) U ((0, y’)}. 
Then each horizontal section of X, is a singleton, hence compact, and 7~[Xr] = 
E,. Since “l-compact-covering” is the same as being a surjection, r 1 x, is l-com- 
pact-covering. 
Also, E, cannot be lifted to a compact subset of X,: the only candidate for a 
lifting would be X, itself, which is not compact. Since Dc2)E, = @, the map rr I X, is 
not 2-compact-covering. 
Case 2: Suppose CY > 1 and the statement is true for all 0 < /3 < cr. 
We choose: y’ E [O, 11, an open neighborhood V of y’, a one-to-one sequence 
(YJ,E, in V such that y, --f y’, a decreasing neighborhood base CO,), E w in V at 
y’ and a sequence (U,,),, E w of open sets such that each y, E U, c (0, \O,+,>. 
Furthermore, choose a sequence ((Y,),,, of ordinals < (Y such that 
- if (Y = /3 + 1 for some /3, then (Y, = p for all n, 
- if LY is a limit ordinal, then the sequence ((u,),, E o is increasing and lim, ,,a, 
= Ly. 
By the inductive assumption, for each n E w, there exist a countable and 
compact subset Earn of U, such that D’“n)E,n = {y,}, and a subset XU, of 10, 112 
such that every horizontal section of Xa, is compact, T[X,~I = E,,, and rr IX,, is 
cy,-compact-covering, but E,” itself has no compact lifting in Xa,. 
We can multiply the first coordinates of points in each Xn, by f to obtain a 
homeomorphic image of Xa, in [0, 31 x U, which has the properties stated for 
7 ) Xa,. For simplicity of notation, we will denote this homeomorphic image by Xn, 
again. 
Let E, = ( U n E w E,,) U 1~‘). 
Then E, is countable and compact, and moreover, D’*‘E, = (~‘1. 
Now let 
X, = (2X%) u (:PI %%) u (LO? il x IY’O. 
Clearly, every horizontal section of X, is compact. 
We show that 7r I x, is cy-compact-covering. 
Let E c E, be countable and compact with Dca)E = @. 
Note that since in particular y’ @ D(“)E, for some m E w and all n > m we must 
have D(*n)( E n Ea,> = @, and moreover, if y’ E E, then (E 17 E,,) = @ for all 
rz > m. So by the inductive assumption, for all n > m there are compact C, CXa, 
with rr[C,] = E n E,,. 
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If y’ E E, then put 
C= ( u (11) x (EWJ))” ( u 
n<m n>m 
CJ” (LO7 iI x (Y’)). 
If y’ E E, put 
C= ( u (I1) x (EWJ). 
n<m 
It is now not hard to see that in either case, C is a compact lifting of E. 
It remains to show that X, contains no compact lifting C of E,. Suppose there 
were such C. Then C, = C n (10, 11 x E,,) is a compact lifting of Ean for every II, 
and thus, by the inductive assumption, C, is not contained in X,“. In other words, 
for every n, there is some y: E Ean with (1, yL> E C,, c C. Then lim, +,yL = y’ by 
the choice of the U,,, and thus (1, y’) E C by compactness of C. The latter is 
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